
                 
 

V-RAY LIGHTS COMMON SETTINGS 
 

This demonstration covers the some of the settings common for all V-Ray Lights. 

 



                 
 

1. In the folder 03 04 Office Building open the scene named 03 Lights Common.max 

2. Open the Render Setup and in the Render Elements tab note that we have added three render 

elements: VRayLighting, VRaySpecular and VRayReflection. These will help us see the 

contribution of each light to the diffuse, specular and reflective parts of our scene respectively. 

 

3. Go to the Create tab of the Command Panel and create a V-Ray Light buy clicking on the 

VRayLight button and dragging in the viewport: 

 



                 
 

 

4. Move the light up, along the Z axis: 

 

5. Start V-Ray RT buy clicking the ActiveShade button: 



                 
 

 

 

6. Having selected the light, switch to the Modify tab of the Command Panel 

 



                 
 

7. Enable the Targeted check box: 

 

 



                 
 

8. If the light does not get automatically targeted, select its Target and use the Align tool to align it 

to the vase  

9. Toggle the On checkbox and note the effect in the VFB 

 

10. Switch the Type to Sphere: 

 

 



                 
 

11. Switch the Type to Dome and decrease the Multiplier parameter to 1 

 

 



                 
 

12. Switch the Type to Plane and increase the Multiplier to 30 

13. Toggle the Cast shadows checkbox: 

 

   

14. Toggle the Invisible checkbox: 

 



                 
 

   

15. Disable the Invisible check box 

16. Toggle the No decay check box 

 

   



                 
 

17. Disable the No decay check box 

18. Next we are going to examine the Affect diffuse, Affect specular and Affect reflections options: 

 

19. In the VFB, examine the VRayLighting, VRaySpecular and VRayReflection render elements: 

 



                 
 

 



                 
 

 

20. Disable the Affect diffuse checkbox. Note the effect on each render element. 

     

21. Disable the Affect specular checkbox. Note the effect on each render element: 



                 
 

     

22. Disable the Affect reflections checkbox. Note the effect on each render element: 

     

23. Enable the Affect diffuse checkbox. Note the effect on each render element. Why is the reflection 

render element not completely black? 

     

24. Enable the Affect specular and Affect reflections check-boxes 

25. Try different values for the multipliers next to the Affect diffuse and Affect specular checkboxes. 

Note the effect on the VRayLighting and VRaySpecular render elements. 

26. Click on the Exclude button: 



                 
 

 

27. Double click on the Vase geometry to move it to the Exclude list and click OK: 

  

 



                 
 

28. Try switching the radio button to Illumination and Shadow Casting: 

   


